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Dear Juan

Sorry for my confusion with the GitHub repository, as it was my impression that this would comply with GMD code policy. I have linked it with Zenodo and it is now available at "https://zenodo.org/record/6484908#.YmcajnVBxhE" with DOI:10.5281/zenodo.6484908.

The link to the model outputs in the manuscript had a problem. The correct one is "http://thredds.moanaproject.org:8080/thredds/catalog/moana/ocean/NZB/v2/catalog.html". As included in the manuscript, a sample of this dataset is also registered in Zenodo "https://zenodo.org/record/5895265#.YmcZ_nVBxhE" - DOI:10.5281/zenodo.5895265. The full dataset can't be uploaded to Zenodo due to its size (~88TB). Therefore, the best place to get access is still the project website (moanaproject.org) which contains the correct links and is kept up-to-date. This is described in the Zenodo repository and the manuscript text.

The manuscript has been updated accordingly.

Kind regards

Joao Souza